
 Sound WAVES and Light RAYS   Names:   

Using the Physics program on the TI-83 and a CBL we can capture the vibrations of a sound or the strobe 

light effect of the fluorescent lights in our room (or even are TV and computer monitor screens). Using a 

tuning fork we can capture a perfect pitch and show the vibrations created create a perfect sine wave. 

 

 Start by plugging in the equipment as shown in the diagram below 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Turn on the calculator and CBL first and press the  APPS button.  Select the application 

“CBL/CBR” and press ENTER. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Next, we need to collect data.  Press    2   to select “2:DATA LOGGER”. 

 

 

 Next you will need to select which type of probe.  Although this is a microphone for this 

activity the lab works best by select “Volt”.  To register noise the microphone simply sends 

approximately 2.5 volts to the CBL when there is complete silence.  When a positive sound is 

made the voltage increases when a negative sound is made the voltage decreases. Move the 

cursor to “Volt” and press ENTER .  

 

  Next change the “#SAMPLES:” to 70. 

 

 Then, change the “INTRVL (SEC):” to 0.0001 

 

 Next, change the “PLOT:” to End  and  “DIRECTNS:” to Off 

 

 First, make certain all of the cables are secure.  Tap the tuning fork.  Hold it close to the 

microphone.  Finally,  select GO… and press  ENTER . 

 

 At this point you may want to exit the CBL/CBR application. Press ENTER when the graph is 

complete.  Then press 2nd  , MODE .  Finally, select choice “4: QUIT” 

 

 Press the GRAPH button to return to the plot of the tuning fork.  Next, press TRACE.  Using 

the trace feature on the calculator determine the Period ( ) of the tuning fork (the horizontal 

distance from crest to crest).  Then determine the frequency by checking how many periods fit 

into 1 second (i.e. 
1

frequency

  ).  Make sure that you are with in 10% error based on the 

frequency number stamped in to the tuning fork before proceeding to the second part. 

 

 Continue using the TRACE  feature on the calculator you can find the almost the exact 

equation of the form   siny a b x h k    or find the frequency in Hertz of the tuning 

fork.  This same lab can be extended similarly to fin the frequency of the fluorescent lights or 

a TV screen the only difference we would need to use a light probe. 
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Amplitude 

Example of a visual definition 

 

 

The Sound of Math Lab Outline 
I. Introduction 

Should include a thesis, purpose of the lab, a general description of a sound wave, a 

description of what we used to capture the data on the sound wave, how we set up the 

equipment to capture the sound wave, and a picture of the graph from your calculator (a 

picture or diagram of the set up would be a nice extra).How does sound travel and what does 

sound have to do with trigonometry (the study of triangle measures) 
 

II.  Amplitude 

A. A verbal definition of amplitude in your own words (not a books) 

B. A visual definition of amplitude (a picture). Try using a picture from your calculator screen and drawing on 

top of it similar to the way the “hotel how tall” project  OR  try using TI-Interactive to create a sine wave 

picture like the one shown on this page.  TI-interactive program can be found in the “Start” menu under 

Math Programs. See example 

C. Show the data points you used on your 

calculator to find the amplitude 

D. Using Math Type show how you 

determined the Amplitude 
 

III. Vertical Shift 

A. A verbal definition of Vertical shift in 

your own words (not a books) 

B. A visual definition of Vertical shift (a 

picture). Again try using a graph from 

your TI-83 or TI-interactive 

C. Show the data points you used on your 

calculator to find the vertical shift. 

D. Using Math Type show how you determined the vertical shift 
 

III. Period 

A. A verbal definition of Period shift in your own words (not a books) 

B. A visual definition of Period (a picture). Again try using a graph from your TI-83 or TI-interactive 

C. Show the data points you used on your calculator to find the period. 

D. Using Math Type show how you determined the Period, how you determined “b” in the equation 

   dcxbay  sin , and the frequency of the tuning fork. 
 

IV.  Phase shift 

A. A verbal definition of Phase shift in your own words (not a books) and why do is it called 

Phase shift instead of horizontal shift? 

B. A visual definition of Period (a picture). Again try using a graph from your TI-83 or TI-

interactive 

C. Show the data points you used on your calculator to find the period. 

D. Using Math Type show how you determined the vertical shift 
 

V. Conclusion 

A. Calculate percent error using the frequency calculated and the frequency on the tuning fork 

that you used (must be less than 10% error). 

B. Show your final equation of the calculated sine wave in the form    dcxbay  sin  

C. A picture of the data overlapped by the graphed equation would be a nice touch but not required. 

**BONUS** Show some other graphs of periodic functions.  Examples: piano middle C, violin middle C, a fluorescent light,  a 

Television screen, a Computer Monitor, Ocean Waves, A/C current, height of a person a Ferris, G-force experienced by a person riding 

the wheelie,  pendulum distance from a motion detector, a piston’s distance from the crankshaft as a function of time,  or a study on 

noise cancellation…… can you think of others? 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 Tuning Fork Practice        Name:     

1. The following is a graph of a tuning fork held up to a CBL microphone.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a. What is the amplitude? 

 

 

 

b. What is the Vertical Shift? 

 

 

 

c. What is the Period? 

 

 

 

d. What is the Frequency? 

 

 

 

e. What is a possible phase? 

 

 

 

f. Write an equation that describes the voltage of the microphone as a function of time. 

 

 

 

2. The following is a graph of a tuning fork held up to a CBL microphone.  

a. Write a equations that describes the voltage of the microphone as a function of time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


